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ABSTRACT 

 
The process of features reduction enhanced the performance of the intrusion detection system. Nowadays used 

various features reduction algorithms are used for static as well as dynamic features reduction. The feature 

reduction technique behaves in dual mode. The reduction of features cannot have fixed how many features are 

reducing for the better detection process of intrusion. The process of features reduction used plant grow 

optimization algorithm and classification using support  vector machine algorithm. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An interruption recognition framework progressively screens the occasions occurring in a checked framework and 

chooses whether these occasions are symptomatic of an assault or constitute an honest to goodness utilization of 

the framework. Figure delineates the association of IDS where strong bolts show information control stream while 

specked bolts demonstrate a reaction to meddlesome exercises [1-3]. As a rule, IDSs fall into two classes as their 

recognition strategies, particularly (i) abuse identification and (ii) irregularity discovery. Abuse location recognizes 

interruptions by coordinating watched information with pre-characterized depictions of nosy conduct. In this way, 

understood interruptions could be recognized proficiently with a low false-positive rate. 

Consequently, the approach is generally embraced in the larger part of business frameworks. Nonetheless, 

interruptions are typically polymorph and develop constantly. Abuse location flop effortlessly when confronting 

obscure interruptions [7-9]. One approach to delivering this issue is routinely redesigning the information base, 

both physically tedious and relentless or naturally assisting directed learning calculations. Lamentably, datasets for 

this pure- posture are typically costly to get ready, as they require the naming of every case in the dataset as 

ordinary or a kind of interruption. Another approach to delivering this issue is to take after the irregularity 

discovery show talked about by Denning [12-14]. In the rest of the research, plant grow optimization is described 

in section II, proposed algorithm explained in section III, Experimental result Analysis discussed in section IV and 

finally, conclusion and future work discussed in section V. 

 

1.1 PLANT GROW OPTIMIZATION 

The PGO takes the problem's solution space as the growth area of the artificial plant, in which one point of the plant 

is one potential solution to the problem. The algorithm searches the optimal point in the solution space through two 

behaviors [5-6]: 

 

1. Producing new points by branching to search the optimal area where the optimum solution is;  

2. Growing leaves around the branch point to find the accurate solution in the local area;  
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Figure 1: Organization of a generalized intrusion detection system [4]. 

 
Given the definitions of the preceding section, formally the Plant Growth Optimization is  [10-11]: 

 

START 
Initialize: 

Set NG=0 {NG is the generations counter} Set NC=0 {NC is the convergence counter} Set NM=0 {NM is the 

Mature points counter} 

Set the upper limit of the branch points N and initialize other parameters. 

Select N0 branch points at random and perform leaf growth. 

 

Assign Morphogen 

 
Calculate the eligibility of the leaf point. 

Assign the concentration of the morphogen of each branch point. 

 

Branching 

 

Select two critical values between 0 and 1 randomly and dispose of them. 

Produce new points by branching in four modes. 

 

Selection mechanism 

 

Perform leaf growth in all the points. 

Pick out the mature branch points, the number of which is k  (0 ≤ k ≤ N), by the maturity mechanism. 

Set NM = NM + k 

Produce a new point in the centre of the crowded area and select the best point to substitute the crowded points.  

Eliminate the lower competition ability branch points and select N branch points for the next generation. 

 

Competition 

Compare the current points with the mature points and get the best fitness value of 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 

Set: 𝑁𝐺 = 𝑁𝐺 + 1 
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STOP 

 

One execution of the procedure from step2 through step6 is called a generation or a cycle. 

 

 

 
2. PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

 

Feature reduction and classification of intrusion data is a major issue. For the reduction of features used various 

optimization techniques. This article used the plant grow optimization technique for the reduction and selection of 

features. The plant grows the process of development of plants inspires optimization algorithm. The development of 

plants is divided into three sections as described below. 

 

1. Morphogen: - In the case of morphogen, check the status of plants for growing. 

2. Branching: - In the case of branching, check the section condition of the new leaf policy. 

3. Termination: - Termination is the final process of plant theory. The termination process gives the optimal 

solution to the given problem 

 
The following parameter is used for the path process, x1, x2,………….. ,xn is the path component of the robot. W is 

the Wight factor for the path, T is the value of morphogen, c1 and c2 is the contour value of the path. Step1. Define 

the value of path set S1{x1,x2,…… xn} 

with population 

Assign the value of contour and weight of path C1=0, C2=0 and W=0. 

a. Morphogen selection of plant function 

 

 
Here Ffd is the process features set, and Fpf is the final features set of plant, and w is the set of the path component 

of sum sets 

The features set the value of the branch 𝐹 = {𝑓𝑎1…………𝑎𝑛}. These branch values proceed for the 

estimation competition condition of the local leaf. 
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Here 𝑇 is a target value of features, and LI is the value of features difference. 

 
Step2. Branching condition 

 

Input the selected path for the Competition 

 

1. Calculate the value of relative features of C1 and C2  

     

      
    Here Lsi the difference of intrusion features 

 

2. The PGO estimate the optimal features for selection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Create the relative FS difference value of 

  

 
 

4. If the value of Rd is zero, the features optimization process is terminated  

 

Step 3. Termination 

 

Where 𝑅𝑑 is the relative difference of 𝑇(𝑖); 𝑓𝑧 is the fitness value; standard deviation 𝑆𝑧 and local density 

𝐷𝑧 are defined in formula (5): 
 

 
 

Defining 𝑑(𝑧(𝑘), 𝑧(ℎ))as the absolute distance between the two-optimal path 

 

 
 

𝑘 = 1, 2 , … … …. . , 𝑁; h = 1, 2, … … … . . , N and finally, the path is terminated. 
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Step 4.  Input of classifier (SVM) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

  

Figure 2: Process block diagram of optimized features classification using support vector machine. 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT ANALYSIS:- 

 

 

Figure 3: Window shows that the number of attributes reduces value is 3, using the SVM method to enhance the 

performance of Intrusion Detection System Based on Feature Reduction using Plant Grow Optimization Algorithms.  
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Figure 4: Window shows that the number of attributes reduction values is 11, using the PROPOSED method to 

enhance the performance of Intrusion Detection System Based on Feature Reduction using Plant Grow Optimization 

Algorithms. 

 

 

 

Table 1: Comparative output value of our implementation using SVM and Proposed Method with input number of 

attribute reduces 7, 11, and 18. 

 

 

Method Accuracy Precision Recall Attribute 

SVM 80.2659 78.2659 77.2659 
7 

PROPOSED 87.8709 82.8709 83.8709 

SVM 82.8709 80.8709 79.8709 
11 

PROPOSED 98.9401 97.9401 99.9401 

SVM 85.2659 80.2659 81.2659 
18 

PROPOSED 99.9401 98.9401 97.9401 
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Figure 5: Comparative result graph based on the output value of Accuracy  using SVM and Proposed Method for 

input number of attribute reduces 7, 11 and 18 in Enhanced the performance of Intrusion detection System. 

 

 

Figure 6: Comparative result graph based on the output value of Precision using SVM and Proposed Method for 

input number of attributes reduces 7, 11 and 18 in Enhanced the performance of Intrusion detection System. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Comparative result graph based on the output value of Recall using SVM and Proposed Method for input 

number of attribute reduces 7, 11 and 18 in Enhanced the performance of Intrusion detection System.  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The processing of network data is very complex and now required network features optimization. This dissertation 

used the plant grow optimization technique for the reduction of features. The plant grows the behaviour of plant 

kingdom inspires optimization technique algorithm. The reduced attribute classified by well know classifier is called 

a support vector machine. The combination of support vector machine  and plant grow optimization performs very 

well in compression of the previous feature reduction technique. The plant growth optimization with a support 

vector machine is better than the feature reduction and classification SVM process. The proposed algorithm is very 

efficient for dynamic attributes for the classification problem. The detection and classification proce ss is better than 

the previous method. In future, uses a multi-agent glowworm optimization algorithm. 
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